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Abstract—Data surrounds each and every one of us in our daily lives, ranging from exercise logs, to archives of our interactions with others
on social media, to online resources pertaining to our hobbies. There is enormous potential for us to use these data to understand ourselves
better and make positive changes in our lives. Visualization (Vis) and Visual Analytics (VA) offer substantial opportunities to help individuals
gain insights about themselves, their communities and their interests; however, designing tools to support data analysis in non-professional
life brings a unique set of research and design challenges. We investigate the requirements and research directions required to take full
advantage of Vis and VA in a personal context. We develop a taxonomy of design dimensions to provide a coherent vocabulary for
discussing Personal Visualization and Personal Visual Analytics. By identifying and exploring clusters in the design space, we discuss
challenges and share perspectives on future research. This work brings together research that was previously scattered across disciplines.
Our goal is to call research attention to this space and engage researchers to explore the enabling techniques and technology that will
support people to better understand data relevant to their personal lives, interests, and needs.
Index Terms—Taxonomy, personal context, interaction design, mobile and ubiquitous visualization

1 I NTRODUCTION

W

E are surrounded by data in our everyday lives. Many
times these data relate to our professional interests, but
increasingly we have access to data that has little to do with
our work. For instance, we now have access to immense data
stores about our communities (e.g., census data). Due to
commercial availability of sensors, data describing our health
and fitness (e.g., exercise logs, pedometer data) and even our
resource usage (e.g., utilities such as water, electricity use) are
easily available to us. These data are relevant to our personal
lives — they enable us to explore information about ourselves,
our communities, and issues that are personally relevant and
important to us. Furthermore, existing commercial systems are
making visual exploration and reasoning more widely
accessible for use in personal situations.
However, research into the use of visualization and visual
analytics in personal contexts has been distributed across
several different research communities. This means that many
common lessons, findings, issues and gaps may be missed even
though these research communities actually share many
common goals. In this paper we unify much of this previous
work and establish a common research agenda for
visualization tools and studies that seek to empower everyday
people through exploring data. To do this we describe
previous and future work as being part of a new field and
research community called personal visualization and personal
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visual analytics.
Personal Visualization (PV) involves the design of interactive
visual data representations for use in a personal context, and
Personal Visual Analytics (PVA) is the science of analytical
reasoning facilitated by visual representations used within a personal
context. The difference between the two areas is analogous to
the difference between Vis and VA – Personal Visual Analytics
involves both visualization and automatic computer assisted
analysis, whereas Personal Visualization focuses on visual data
representations. We note that in normal conversation and
writing we expect that people will use either PV or PVA, but
not both terms together. However, for the purposes of our
current review and summary of the areas, in this document we
will refer to the two areas collectively as PV&PVA.
The main question that PV&PVA is concerned with is: How
can the power of visualization and visual analytics be made
appropriate for use in personal contexts — including for people who
have little experience with data, visualization, or statistical
reasoning? There is enormous potential for us to use data to
make positive changes in our personal lives and the lives of
others, but as visualization and visual analytics experts are
well aware, greater availability of data does not on its own lead
to new insights. Data must be accessible, understandable, and
interpretable before interacting with it can lead to insights or
actionable knowledge. Adoption of PV&PVA technologies also
depends on how well those technologies fit into people’s daily
environments and routines.
PV&PVA builds on work in visualization (Vis) and visual
analytics (VA) and aims to empower everyday users to
develop insights within a personal context. Personal context
implies non-professional situations, in which people may have
quite different motivations, priorities, role expectations,
environments, or time and resource budgets as compared to
professional situations. Because of these differences, PV&PVA
designs necessarily have new requirements and challenges that
bring new opportunities for Vis and VA research.

By defining the area of PV&PVA, we hope to provide
common ground for research. PV&PVA unites research that is
current distributed across visualization, human-computer
interaction (HCI), ubiquitous computing, and personal
informatics (PI) communities. A successful research agenda for
PV&PVA really relies on this unification: PI informs the
collection and management of personally relevant data, HCI
and ubiquitous computing help us to design effective sensing
devices and interactions that fit into people’s everyday
environments, and visualization helps us understand how to
support visual data exploration and analysis activities.
In this paper, we review existing PV&PVA literature across
several fields to identify common approaches, findings and
gaps. Through our review we establish an initial set of design
dimensions to characterize this space and provide a common
vocabulary that will make it easier to relate and share
information between fields. Our goal is to explore the
emerging interest in this field and offer a new perspective on
the challenges that arise when designing for personal contexts.
We see this work as a new starting point for different fields to
learn about one another, thereby unifying a larger community.
In the following sections, we first define the space of
PV&PVA (section 2). We then describe our methods and
present a taxonomy of design dimensions based on our
literature review (section 3). Following this, we summarize
recent research trends (Section 4) and use our taxonomy to
identify interesting topics that have been explored to date
(section 5). Finally, we discuss design challenges and share our
perspectives on future research in PV&PVA.

2 D EFINING T HE S PACE OF P ERSONAL
V ISUALIZATION AND P ERSONAL V ISUAL
A NALYTICS
We have defined Personal Visualization and Personal Visual
Analytics in terms of personal context: PV&PVA tools are
designed for and used within personal contexts. So what
exactly is personal context? In activity theory, Nardi [66]
argued that context is “both internal, involving specific objects
and goals – and, at the same time, external to people, involving
artifacts, other people, and specific settings”. This concept has
been already applied in HCI practice. Internally, context could
be “abstract artifacts” [1], such as goals, skill sets, preferences,
experience, etc. Externally, context could be either physical
constraints (e.g., physical environments or devices) or social
influence (e.g., norms in a community or division of labor).
We distinguish personal context from personal data (i.e., data
about oneself). While PV&PVA applications often involve
personal data as well, it is not a requirement of our definition.
For example, a person might be interested in exploring census
statistics that do not necessarily have personal relevance and
are not directly their own data; our definition of PV&PVA is
inclusive enough to encompass this type of application.
Our focus on personal context leads to some differences
from traditional Vis & VA and some new and interesting
research challenges. Most traditional visualization applications

focus on supporting expert analysts with respect to their
occupational roles, which means typical systems (except
perhaps those for situational awareness) presume that analysts
will have long periods of time to do deep analysis of the data,
using workstations with substantial computing power and
large screens.
In a personal context, by contrast, people may look into
their data with different goals, backgrounds, and expectations
(i.e., internal context). While these differences may not exist in
every case, our point is that they very often exist and are
therefore worthy of design and research attention. People may
have a lower priority and time budget for performing
analytical tasks when they are not part of a work-role
expectation, and their motivations may differ from those of
people in professional contexts, as discussed by Sprague et al.
[76]. The vast majority of people are not visualization or data
analytics experts, so analytic tools will need to be accessible.
Memories, skills, knowledge, values, and culture impact how
people perceive visualizations and interpret data, and this may
be particularly true when people perceive the world from a
self-centered perspective (i.e., reasoning about things with
respect to oneself). In some cases, data may be meaningful only
to the individual. External factors that may characterize
personal context include devices, use context and social
influence. People may use a wide variety of different devices
according to the situation, such as mobile devices on the go
and ambient displays in their homes. Meanwhile, social
influence may impact their behaviors and decisions (e.g.,
sharing information or experience, setting group goals, or
comparing one’s performance with peers).
Interactions in a personal context could be different as well.
While some people may actively execute deep analytical tasks
indistinguishable from most traditional visualization tasks
(e.g., Quantified Self or performance training for fitness
activities), other tasks could involve passive attention [83] (e.g.,
ongoing monitoring or ambient awareness facilitated by
mobile devices and ambient displays). These passive attention
activities need to fit seamlessly into other aspects of people’s
lives. The point here is not to draw a perfect boundary between
PV&PVA and traditional Vis & VA, but rather to highlight a
set of new challenges and opportunities that arise when we
explicitly consider designing for a personal context.
As PV&PVA research broadens the scope of visualization
and visual analytics, it also subsumes many related fields,
including casual InfoVis [69], InfoVis for the Masses [21],
persuasive computing [30] and personal informatics (PI) [56],
[59]. Personal Informatics has become an established research
area, and PI tools have been applied to a number of domains,
such as health and environmental conservation. However, PI
tools and research have largely focused on data collection
rather than data presentation and interaction. With their
definition of casual infovis, Pousman et al. [69] brought
attention to “InfoVis edge cases”. However, while their focus
was to identify high-level categories of systems that were
outside of traditional InfoVis, our focus here is to articulate a
taxonomy of design dimensions that characterize PV&PVA.

TABLE 1

DESIGN DIMENSIONS, LEVELS WITHIN EACH DIMENSION, AND EXAMPLES FROM THE LITERATURE
Dimensions

Data Scope

Data

Data Effort

Data Agency

Design
Context

Context

Settings

Influence
Context

Interaction

Attentional
Demand

Explorability

Insight

Actionability

Automated
Analysis

Definition

Who the data is about

Amount of effort that is
expended in data collection

The degree of control a
person has over what data is
collected, and when and how
it is collected

Who designed and
developed the application

In what situation the tool is
used and how it is used

Who the application is
intended to inform

How much attention is
required to interact with the
tool

The ability to explore the
data

Degree to which the insight
gained from using the tool
can guide future actions

Data mining or other
automated analysis methods
are employed

Levels

Examples

self

Sleep quality [7]

family

Internet bandwidth shared at home [14]

peers

Relationship with friends [37]

community

Hang-out patterns on campus [75], online conversations[29]

none

Online search history [6]

sensor

Nonobtrusive sensing devices, e.g, wearable sensors [31]

manual

Manual logging pictures and annotations [62]

mixed

Combination of sensor recording and manual input [58]

no control

Online conversation logs [29]

partial control

Users have control of whether or not to collect the data, but
cannot customize what data they would like to collect [31]

total control

Manually recorded children’s photos and growth progress [45]

self

Visualization designed by oneself

group

Tools designed by a study group to chart their progress

participatory

Using an online survey to get feedback on early visual design
concepts [31]

third party

Visualization of music listening history designed by the
researcher [9]

personal

Personal laptop (mostly non-mobile but used by oneself) [65]

domestic

Ambient display at home (mostly non-mobile)[32]

mobile

Used on a mobile phone while on-the-go [31]

shared

Visualization of physical activities viewed by co-workers [60]

public

Visualization to promote energy conservation presented in a
public space [41]

mixed

Combination of above, e.g., visualization of residential energy
on a personal computer and a mobile phone [5]

self

My physical condition [19]

family

Children’s growth progress [45]

community

Inform public about elections [84]

mixed

Encourage water drinking for peers and oneself [16]

low

Cell phone wall paper [7], ambient display [32]

mixed

Pedometer counter on a cell phone and the historical data on a
desktop [58]

high

Exploration of music listening history with focused attention
[9]

low

Visual metaphor representing one’s physical activities [31]

mixed

Data overview on a cell phone and exploration of history data
on a client service [5]

high

Exploring historical data with dynamic queries [9]

low

Does not inform further action, e.g., supports reminiscing
about the past [68]

mixed

Smartphone app that gives reminders about when to exercise
and enables reflection on progress via historical records [58]

high

Engages a certain behavior, e.g., encourage energy
conservation [50]

Yes/No

Classify physical activities to types of transportation [31]

Fig 1. PV&PVA design dimensions (parallel axes) and surveyed tools (first axis). Box sizes indicate the number of tools with each classification.
Linked highlighting enables cluster exploration. (See the visualization tool itself and additional images in the supplemental material.)

Further, we note that we consider “traditional InfoVis systems”
to be part of PV&PVA when they are used in a personal
context. Similarly, InfoVis for the Masses [21] encouraged the
Vis community to reach a broader audience, a philosophy we
also support. However, they had a somewhat narrow focus,
primarily on infographics and news media, that forms only a
small part of PV&PVA.
The past work in these fields provides much of the
foundational knowledge needed for PV&PVA, and addresses
many individual aspects of design, but research in these fields
has been isolated. We are intentionally inclusive in our
definitions to support our aim of uniting research that
currently spans several fields.

3 R ESEARCH M ETHODS

AND

D ESIGN S PACE

In this section, we describe our research method, which we
used to articulate a set of design dimensions characterizing the
design space of PV&PVA research. These dimensions relate to
data, context, interaction and insights (Table 1). Later in the
paper, we use the dimensions to identify clusters of work in
PV&PVA and discuss future challenges.
As part of our iterative process, we conducted an extensive
literature survey of PV&PVA designs. We systematically
identified relevant papers from TVCG (including VIS papers),
CHI papers and notes, UBICOMP, INTERACT, AVI, EuroVis,
and PacificVis from 2008-2012, plus CHI 2013 since those
papers were available at the time. Relevance was based on
meeting all of the following criteria:
Data were about oneself, one’s family or community, or
relevant to personal interest or needs.
Designs were intended to help people develop insights
within a personal context (system design goal).
Visualizations designed to support occupational roles or
tasks were excluded (e.g., those specifically designed for

domain experts or analysts in an occupational role).
Designers intended the visualizations to be viewed from
a non-professional perspective (e.g., from a self-centered
viewpoint). Visualizations intended for use from an
analyst’s perspective or that required professional
training were excluded.
Research focused on visualization and interaction design
or their evaluation. Papers that focused on system
architecture, system optimization or algorithms were
excluded.
This resulted in a set of 59 papers. We complemented this
list with an additional seven papers that we had encountered
elsewhere (but which still fit in the selection criteria); these
were typically reported in domain-specific venues or beyond
the time range of our search. Together, these formed the
collection of PV&PVA papers (see the summary in Table 2) that
we read in detail and used to develop and refine our
dimensions.
We developed our taxonomy of PV&PVA design
dimensions using an iterative, bottom-up approach. Our
objective was to develop a set of dimensions that could
adequately describe and distinguish among PV&PVA tools in
the literature as well as those that we had created or
encountered through our own research. The dimensions
evolved much like a process of open coding, where we
developed a set of dimensions and levels, mapped the
literature to it, and then adjusted the dimensions and levels
when one or more tools did not fit well. We considered our set
of dimensions and levels to be complete when we reached
consensus and could adequately represent the unique
attributes of PV&PVA tools in our collection.
Our dimensions focus on design attributes that are
important to PV&PVA applications, that are not well
characterized by existing taxonomies, and that can distinguish
among the tools that we encountered in our literature review.
-

We did not attempt, for example, to come up with a new
taxonomy of visualization tasks, since those are already well
characterized by others and are probably very similar in
PV&PVA applications, at least at a low unit task level. Instead,
we categorize the design space based on aspects of the data,
context, interaction, and insights that characterized the papers
we reviewed. Secondarily, we also coded each paper’s
evaluation method and venue type.
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF SURVEYED PAPERS
VIS
HCI
Other
Total
Community Community
Before 2008
2
2
2008
2
6
1
9
2009
1
7
0
8
2010
3
6
3
12
2011
2
8
0
10
2012
2
16
1
19
2013
6
6
Total
10
49
7
66
We note that our taxonomy is intended as a starting point to
foster PV&PVA research and thus should not be considered
complete and definitive. As PV&PVA becomes established as a
field and research within it evolves and expands, these design
dimensions will need to grow and adjust.
To reduce redundancy while discussing the design
dimensions (Table 1), when more than one paper was based on
the same visualization tool we refer only to their latest version
of the tool (thus the following seven were removed: [13, 17, 19,
27, 46, 47, 48]). This reduced the set of 66 papers to 59 designs
that we coded and mapped to a parallel plot of design
dimensions. Exploring the plot helped us to identify design
trends and research interest to date. The most prevalent
characteristics of existing PV&PVA tools can be observed by
looking at the sizes of the boxes (representing levels within the
dimensions) in Fig. 1.
We would also like to acknowledge the rapid growth in
industry practice related to PV&PVA, most notably the
Quantified Self movement. Wearable devices are widely used
to collect daily activities in an unintrusive way, e.g., Fitbit,
Nike Fuelband, Jawbone, etc. People also have access to health
measures (e.g., sleep quality) with devices like BodyMedia and
Zeo. Mobile apps that connect to sensors embedded in
smartphones provide similar functionality. In addition,
applications such as open.sen.se and Exist help individuals
integrate and manage data from all their devices and apps. The
substantial industry interest in PV&PVA sugggests promise for
future growth in this field. Obviously, these industry tools
share common ground with academic work and also fit our
search criteria. As we refined our design dimensions, we
considered whether they could also describe and distinguish
the commercially available tools that we were familiar with.
However, for tractability, our comprehensive review focuses
on the academic literature.
*

*
†
‡

†

‡

including TVCG, EuroVis, and PacificVis proceedings
including CHI, INTERACT, UbiComp and AVI proceedings
complementary papers beyond the time range or venues

4 C URRENT R ESEARCH T RENDS
Research attention in PV&PVA has been steadily increasing
over the past five years (Table 2) and the greatest number of
papers has come from the HCI community. The papers cover a
variety of applications that address most aspects of daily life,
e.g., residential energy consumption, fitness, personal health,
social networks, politics, residential environment, life logging,
personal finance, and recycling. In 56 out of 66 papers,
researchers evaluated their designs using one or more methods
(details in Table 3). We also found that most designs published
in the VIS community in our selection were either not
evaluated (3 out of 10 cases) or were evaluated only in a
controlled lab study with a focus on efficiency and errors (4 out
of 10 cases). Conversely, in papers published in HCI venues,
researchers most often deployed the tool in the field (33 out of
49 cases). These field studies were usually for a short period
ranging from one week to one month (Fig. 2). Deployments for
more than six months were rarely considered. We further
discuss evaluation of PV&PVA designs in Section 6.7.
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF EVALUATION METHODS SHOWING THE NUMBER OF
PAPERS THAT INCLUDED EACH EVALUATION TYPE
VIS
Community
3
4
2
1
0
*

Evaluation
None
Lab study
Interview
Survey
Field Study

HCI
Community
6
11
2
2
33
†

Other
1
0
1
0
5

‡

Total
10
15
5
3
38

Our parallel plot visualization (Fig. 1 and supplemental
material) reveals that most PV&PVA tools were designed to
help individuals explore their own data (i.e., data about
themselves, see the large box for Data Scope: Self). From a data
effort level, the most common situation was that data were
either provided, requiring no effort (e.g., by web servers or
system logs) or non-intrusively collected by sensors (with
partial personal control). If data collection required no effort or
people had little control over the data collection, the tools
mostly had low actionability (34 out of 45 cases, seen by
hovering the mouse over “no effort” or “no control” in the
interactive visualization). We also found that people could
achieve total control over data collection (what, how and when
to record) only when they manually recorded or organized
data; this occurred mostly in applications for personal health (9
out of 13 cases). Much less control was provided if data were

Fig. 2. Histogram showing duration of field studies

collected through public channels such as social networks.
From the perspective of context, most of the tools were
intended to develop insights for one’s family or oneself. We
observed that nearly all PV&PVA tools were designed by third
parties (we reflect on this design perspective in section 6.5).
However, the literature suggests that involving participants in
the design process (participatory design) might be related to
higher actionability (all 5 participatory designs achieved high
actionability). Meanwhile, the tool set in our selection covers
most use contexts: ambient displays at home, mobile devices
on the go, personal computers or laptops used in a personal
space, shared views with others, and displays for the public. It
seems that applying mobile devices and shared views aimed to
acheive higher actionability (14 out of 16 cases).
PV&PVA designs also covered a wide range of interactions,
facilitating diverse attentional demands and explorability.
Many of the tools, mostly with mobile devices or ambient
displays, did not require focused attention (25 out of 59 cases).
From an insight perspective, not all PV&PVA designs were
intended to reveal actionable knowledge (low actionability: 27
out of 59 cases). People also used these tools to satisfy their
curiosity (e.g., exploring census data), to reminisce about
experiences, or to share with others (e.g., exploring activity
traces at home). Interestingly, although automated
computational assistance (e.g., classification algorithms) is
common in visual analytics generally, this type of analysis was
not common in tools that we surveyed (14 out of 59 cases).
Examples included sentiment analysis and classification of
physical activities. This issue is discussed in Section 6.6.

5 R ESEARCH I NTEREST T O D ATE
In this section we describe interesting clusters that we
observed by exploring our interactive visualization of the
design space (Fig 1). (See the supplemental material for the
interactive visualization itself and for additional details and
images related to the clusters.) Our goal, given PV&PVA’s
nascent state, was to explore the emerging interest in this field
(What have people been working on?) and identify possible
gaps (i.e., research opportunities) rather than to systematically
categorize the space.
At the beginning of each section, we highlight the main
design dimensions that characterized each cluster. These
dimensions were sufficiently correlated in the visualization to
make the cluster stand out through exploration. Note that the
clusters were not meant to be mutually exclusive; instead they
illustrated interesting relationships between design dimensions
and highlighted some research trends to date. In addition,
there was no small subset of dimensions that was able to
characterize the research trends to date, so each cluster was
characterized by a different set of dimensions and levels.

5.1 Enabling Exploration for Curiosity
Attentional Demand (high), Explorability (high), and
Actionability (mostly low): Designs in this cluster enabled
people to explore data to satisfy their curiosity. They therefore
usually required high attentional demand and supported a
high level of explorability. Insights obtained from using the
tools were typically not very actionable (i.e. the outcome might
help me to better understand myself, but does not tell me how
to change my life). Low actionability also corresponded to the
goal of using the tool, which was often to understand

something rather than to support taking specific actions or
making changes.
Tools in this category were similar to traditional
visualization tools, but usually had a self-centered focus (“my
documents” [2] , “my computer usage” [4], “places I have been
to” [43] or “my finance” [74]). These tools enabled user
exploration facilitated by typical analytical tasks such as select,
reconfigure, encode, elaborate, filter, connect, etc. For example,
Baur et al. designed a tool enabling users to explore their music
listening history from last.fm (Fig. 3a) [9]. With exploratory
interactions (like traditional InfoVis techniques) people could
investigate their listening patterns or re-experience a special
life event in the past (as musical experiences are usually
associated with events).
For many tools in this cluster, personal knowledge and
experience played an important role in the data interpretation
process. For example, whether or not someone listens to music
on a particular date depends on daily routines and special
events [9]. Spending data can be explained by relevant routine
activities, e.g., coffee drinking habits [74]. This implies that
effectiveness of tools in this category could be dependent on
highly personal factors. Yet most evaluations of tools in this
cluster (12 out of 16) involved lab studies measuring task
efficiency and error rate on experimentally controlled tasks
with “hard-coded” use contexts. While such laboratory studies
are common practice in VIS and VA research, they have
limitations for evaluating PV&PVA applications. The need for
new evaluation approaches is discussed further in section 6.7.
Interaction techniques for tools in this cluster supported
exploration (high explorability) that may help people
narratively develop stories from their data. This might be the
first phase of adoption (see discussion in section 6.1). We
suggest that adding aesthetic and “fun” factors may attract
attention and inspire curiosity, e.g., providing a quantitative
view of a friendship [37], comparing searching performance
with expert searchers [6], or metaphorically illustrating tweet
streams [12].

5.2 Supporting Awareness for Action
Attentional Demand (low), Explorability (low), and
Actionability (mostly high): Applications in this cluster aimed
to provide in-the-moment or on-going awareness with respect
to personal behaviors (e.g., avoiding activities that would harm
sleep patterns, tracking blood sugar, or inducing green
transportation habits). Designs usually supported continuous
awareness (low attentional demand), enabled looking up data
with a quick glance (low explorability), and provided in-themoment feedback or suggestions for immediate action (high
actionability).
Designs usually aimed to encourage behavioral change for
personal health or energy conservation, and tried to fit into
people’s lives through a strategy of ambience (e.g., cell phone
wallpaper). That is, by combining low attentional demand and
just-sufficient salience, they avoided interrupting life routines.
For example, ShutEye (Fig. 3e) provided sleep-related activity
reminders through cell phone wallpaper [7]. It used simple bar
charts to recommend a timeline for certain activities (e.g., avoid
coffee six hours before bedtime). Interactions with tools in this
cluster tended to be simple to fit in the on-the-go or ambient
context and to efficiently provide key information as needed.
Traditional
desktop-based
analytical
techniques
and
interactions may be inappropriate here because of the high

Fig. 3. Example PV&PVA tools (a. Streams of our lives; b. Metaphorical Unit views; c. Aquatic Ecosystem; d.
UbiGreen; e. ShutEye).

attentional demand they require.
Some tools in this cluster used machine learning or data
mining algorithms to assist with data aggregation or
disaggregation, e.g., classifying accelerometer data into
physical activities [19] or disaggregating water consumption
based on water use behaviors [32]. Additionally, some used
metaphors to remind people of the potential impact of their
behavior. For example, to remind people about global warming
and encourage them to take green transportation [31], a polar
bear on a piece of ice was displayed (Fig. 3d); the ice began to
melt if the user’s behavior was not environmentally friendly.
This example also reveals some special PV&PVA requirements
in terms of aesthetics (See discussion in Section 6.1).
In addition, social influence was often used as a persuasive
strategy to engage behavior change (e.g., for drinking more
water [16], staying physically active [60] or encouraging
recycling [78]). In these examples, visualization was mostly
used in a shared view among peers. For example, in
Fish’n’Step [60], an individual’s physical-activity level was
represented by the size and color of a fish. Other fish in the
same fish tank represented peers; thereby, the design used peer
pressure and social competition to encourage healthy behavior.
However, in some cases, inappropriate social strategies
actually made the design less effective or caused undue stress.
BinCam [78], which applied social surveillance to engage better
recycling behavior, evoked feelings of guilt and shame.
Meanwhile, viewing other people’s personal data also brings
up privacy concerns. We discuss these issues in section 6.4.

5.3 Taking Care of Family
Data scope (family), influence context (family), and setting
(domestic): Systems designed for families focused on data
about family members or the home environment, and were
used or deployed domestically. Some applications used
decorative ambient displays to make the technology less
intrusive and better fit in the home environment [32]; others
ran on a personal computer, enabling close exploration and
organization of family data to track progress [45]. Researchers
also deployed visualizations on a TV system to enable people
to view real-time energy use at home [73].
These applications mostly aimed to reveal actionable
insights, e.g., for health [45], residential energy conservation
[20], [26], [32] or resource sharing in the home [14]. A different
example is tableau machine [68], a visualization of family
traces that enabled family members to reminisce about their

shared domestic life experiences.
Applications for family enabled some degree of control over
data collection, either total control over how, when and what
to collect (2 out of 11), or partial control over when to collect (9
out of 11). Some designs also considered individual differences
among family members. For example, “Aquatic ecosystem”
views (Fig. 3c) may be more attractive and engaging to
children [32], while some adults may prefer more traditional
visual representations (e.g., line graphs or bar charts). Some
designs aimed to provide additional contextual knowledge to
help people interpret the primary data and achieve actionable
insight; for example, one application linked energy
consumption data to specific home appliances [20] and another
represented measurement units using well-known quantities
such as “hot tubs” and “oil trucks” to depict water usage (Fig.
3b) [32]. Sometimes complementary information from experts
provided educational value or reference points (e.g.,
monitoring children’s development in comparison to
established developmental milestones [45]).
Inevitably, close interactions among family members can
bring up issues of competition, cooperation and privacy. For
example, a visualization of Internet traffic [14] was designed to
educate family members about their shared Internet usage.
Family members could view each other’s online activities and
bandwidth usage could be prioritized with respect to social
roles. Here, some family members noted an unwelcome
intrusion on privacy.
Based on the trends in these tools, we suggest that
functionality and interaction design for “family” tools might
need to focus on engaging family members and fostering
communication between them. Visualization design and
interaction techniques should also balance the diversity of
users in a family, with respect to cognitive capabilities, skills,
and social roles.

5.4 Reflecting on Communities
Data scope (community), data effort (none), data agency (no
control), and influence context (community): Applications in
this cluster demonstrated people’s interest in data about their
community. These designs were usually intended to inform the
public or a certain social group, e.g., raising public awareness
of elections [84], supporting easy exploration of survey data
[25], or revealing topics evolving from social networks [23],
[29]. The data were mostly from system logs or online portals,
so little data collection effort was required (data effort: none),

resulting in no control over the collection (data agency: no
control).
These applications were mostly used for reflection purposes
(e.g., exploring social patterns on campus [75], investigating
how topics of tweets evolve over time [23], or comparing the
vote rank of candidates in an election [84]). In a few examples,
they were also used to encourage behaviors valued within the
community. For example, Hazlewood et al. [41] deployed
ambient displays in a department lobby to incite energy
conservation in the building and encourage physical activity
(using the stairs rather than the elevator).
Many of the papers in this cluster were published in the VIS
community (6 out of 10), perhaps indicating a similarity to
other Vis and VA applications. Tools in this cluster mostly
supported focused data exploration tasks; they employed
many traditional visualization techniques to facilitate deep
analysis, usually requiring high attentional demand. In several
cases, automated computational analysis was used for mining
large data sets from social networks (4 out of 11), e.g., peakfinding [63] and sentiment analysis [23].
Traditional Vis and VA techniques may work well to
support reflection on community data. However, since public
data may not be too personally relevant, we speculate that such
tools may benefit from employing additional engagement
strategies to enhance interpretation. Examples include
supporting exploration from different perspectives to capture
relevant context [75] and employing non-traditional
representations to compensate for the limited analytics skills of
non-experts [25].

6 C HALLENGES
Now that we have described the kinds of research that
comprise the PV&PVA field, hopefully the reader can see that
PV&PVA brings forth a set of new design and research
challenges. These new challenges arise because of the unique
nature of personal context (e.g., role expectations,
environments, and related activities). For example, PV&PVA
systems may need to support people with limited visualization
literacy and analytics experience, fit into personal life routines
and physical surroundings, support fleeting and short term
use, support recall of relevant events, and apply appropriate
baselines to support reasoning about data. While some of
these challenges are not completely new, PV&PVA introduces
a unique perspective on these challenges, and emphasizes their
importance. In this section, we articulate some of the key
challenges that we consider important for advancing the field
of PV&PVA. The challenges are a call to action: future research
needs to address these issues to enhance PV&PVA tools and
expand their impact.

6.1 Fit in Personal Routines and Environments
Any tool needs to be designed to fit within its physical
environment and context of use. In a personal context, physical
environments and activity routines can be quite different from
those in professional contexts, leading to new design
challenges. For example, we may wish to support fleeting use
of a fitness tracking application without interrupting one’s life
routines, or customize a visualization’s appearance so that it
matches the aesthetic of a living room where it will be
deployed.
Fitting into people’s lives means that designers should

consider availability, accessibility and ease of use for long-term
adoption. Kim identified two stages of how people adopt
everyday technologies [49]: in the early stage, interest is the
main motivation; then gradually the tool is adopted into daily
routines. In a later stage, people’s practices with the tool
become “rational reasoning rather than from an unconscious
and habitual reiteration”; that is, using the tool becomes part of
their routines. People’s goals are mostly realized in the latter
stage; however, the transition to this stage takes time.
Furthermore, whether the transition occurs at all depends on
how easily the tool fits into the person’s life.
There are many barriers that limit the adoption of PV&PVA
tools. One way to reduce these barriers is to consider the
context of use; for example, designers can reduce the effort
required to collect and organize data, so tools can be used with
minimal effort or at-a-glance. Visualization designs can be
integrated with tools or devices that people use or encounter
regularly in their daily routines. Examples include information
appliances in the home, ambient wall “art”, and mobile
devices. For instance, a visualization integrated into mobile
phone wallpaper would be frequently encountered as people
use their phones.
Aesthetics of a PV&PVA tool (how it looks, how it is to be
used, even its physical manifestation) must suit not only
personal taste, but also its place context. Most notably, ambient
visualizations that will be integrated into people’s
environments, especially their homes, present additional
design challenges. A PV&PVA tool might expose its
information as coloured lights in a kitchen backsplash rather
than as a set of charts on a computer screen. Such a display
would need to convey information to its audience and also be
welcomed by the inhabitants of the house as part of their
decor. Such displays probably need to emphasize visual appeal
and customizability over efficiency of data interpretation.
In summary, PV&PVA tools need to naturally “fit” into
people’s lives in order to be successfully adopted. This includes
not only physical environments but also human routines. Predesign empirical research (e.g., ethnographic studies) can help
designers gather information about these aspects of people’s
lives and ensure a proper fit for the final design.

6.2 Recall of Relevant Context for Reasoning
A challenge in PV&PVA is that the appropriate context for
interpreting the primary data may not be in the form of data
that is easily accessible. Activity theory [1] has recognized that
people’s understanding and use of information artifacts are
strongly influenced by their internal context (experience,
preferences, competencies, values, etc.) Relevant internal
context for interpreting data in a PV&PVA tool might be the
knowledge of one’s own past activities, feelings, and
interactions with others. From previous experience, a person
may be aware that drinking coffee in the evening would cause
insomnia [7]. Understanding their temporal patterns of energy
use may be difficult without knowing what they were doing at
certain times of the day. Some of this necessary context is in the
form of memories that are recalled to explain past behaviors.
Lee and Dey conducted a study with older people on pilltaking [55]. Participants tended to explain anomalies of pill
taking (i.e., forgetting to take pills on time) with “routines and
their subtle variations”, mostly by digging into their memories.
But memory is fallible and imprecise, particularly for older
people in this case. Adding additional data from other sources

(e.g., with help from context-aware technologies) may help to
trigger people’s memory and enable them to better make sense
of the primary data. We found some encouraging examples in
the literature, for example, cultivating actionable knowledge
[73] or reminiscing about the past [79].
Overall, relevant context can relate to individual differences,
personal experiences, view perspectives, and social encounters.
One challenge is that the appropriate context may vary for
different people and in different situations. Identifying types of
contextual data that will be more generically useful, and
devising flexible mechanisms to enable people to recall or
recognize contextual data that they consider relevant, may help
to enrich the inferential knowledge that people bring when
using PV&PVA tools, supporting richer insights.

6.3 Defining Appropriate Baselines
Making comparisons is a fundamental way to gain insights
from data, and this is equally true for PV&PVA applications.
For example, in Baby Steps [45], parents could compare their
children’s development to milestones provided by a
pediatrician. Froehlich et al. [32] used a Metaphorical Unit
view (see Fig. 3b), mapping systematic water-consumption
units to commonly understandable everyday objects (e.g., jugs
or oil trucks). For diabetes control, doctors could recommend
the base insulin dosage plan. People could learn about
nutrition from a national food guide. In other words, people
often need a reference (or baseline) to understand and assess
their current situation.
But what baseline should be used for comparison? One
challenge is to understand what makes an appropriate
comparison set. Should a person’s energy usage data be
compared to their prior usage levels? Should it be compared to
a national average? Should it be compared to their peers’ data
or data from demographically equivalent people? What does
“demographically equivalent” mean? “Appropriate baseline”
is an elusive idea, mainly because it depends so heavily on the
context of use, goals, and also on each person’s values. For
instance, many people may be interested in leading healthy
lives. Yet, what constitutes “healthy” may differ—for one
person, it may be the absence of stress; for another, whether he
is sleeping well; for another, her adherence to a national food
guide. It is unlikely that we could define a single baseline to
satisfy all these goals and values. Moreover, the appropriate
baseline is likely to change along with the questions the person
is trying to answer. As a possible solution to this challenge,
future designs might provide flexibility for a person to choose
different baselines depending on their situation and goals or
automatically present comparisons with a variety of baselines.
6.4 Sharing and Privacy
Sharing experiences and spaces with others (family, friends,
social groups, etc.) is an important aspect of everyday life.
Already there are many PV&PVA tools with an influence
context beyond the self. Examples include tools for sharing
memories and experiences among family members or friends
[68], [79]. One intriguing space is to apply social interactions to
enhance motivation or persuade behavior change, for example,
setting group goals [60], comparing your own progress to
others’ [16], or even interfering with social surveillance [78].
However, this approach should be applied carefully, since
social interactions may also evoke negative emotions such as
stress or guilt. Moreover, because sharing may enable people

to see each other’s data (e.g., when using data from peers or the
neighborhood as a baseline), privacy must be considered.
For displays of personal data (data about oneself), people
may desire even more privacy. We believe that PV&PVA tools
will frequently be used by a single viewer, interwoven
throughout their day. In some situations we may actually want
to have a display that cannot be easily interpreted by everyone;
it may be important to deliberately design visualizations that
are incomprehensible to everyone but the owner. Such designs
may be particularly important when personal interest is
intrinsic and where privacy may be a concern. In such
situations, highly personal-data encodings may be an essential
design feature. One example is UbiFit, which provided a view
of one’s physical activities over the past week on a mobile
phone, but did so with an abstract visualization of flowers in a
garden. This abstraction aimed to be evocative and personally
motivating, and had the benefit of making the data difficult or
impossible to read by any other person. This kind of approach
is important, since our personal data may be in public view
(here on a mobile phone, but perhaps alternatively as an
ambient display), and we may want to be selective about to
whom we reveal the meaning of the display. The possible focus
on visualization that is both revealing and insightful to a single
viewer and concealing or at least neutral to others is a design
approach that has not previously been considered in Vis or VA.

6.5 Diversifying Design Perspectives
PV&PVA tools often aim to help people gain insight into their
own lives. However, current designs are mostly devised by
system designers, who seem to decide “what information to
present” and “what metaphor should convey the message”
without considering the unique perspectives of individuals.
Although many systems in our survey involved users in the
design process, nearly all of them were designed by a third
party (see Fig. 1). Such designs could be fragile in the face of
human and contextual diversity. The disjunction between users
and designers may elicit feelings of powerlessness or stress,
inhibiting long-term use. We found many comments to this
effect in post-study interview results. For example, UpStream
[54] was designed to encourage people to use less water for
showering, but the countdown display “induced too much
guilt, making showering unnecessarily stressful”. BinCam [78],
which adopted social surveillance to engage better recycling
behaviors, similarly evoked feelings of being “guilty or
ashamed.” Furthermore, a survey of persuasive technology in
sustainability indicated limited evidence for behavior change,
particularly over the long-term [10]. Studies have also shown
that negative emotions may cause stress and prevent lasting
adoption [53].
The question of how much control people can and should
have over their data and visualizations remains to be
answered. In an inspiring study by Byrne et al., [11],
participants were asked to design visualizations, assisted by a
custom-designed storytelling application, to tell stories from
others’ life-logging data. It might be powerful to have a
flexible framework that helps people design visualizations for
themselves, when they have interest in doing so. Another
consideration is the support for group design. Designing
visualization tools for peers or groups could engage people in
social interactions. For example, constructing one’s life history
together with family or friends [79] could improve the sharing
experience. We consider this a realistic goal: with the right

tools, people should be able to customize a visualization
enough that they feel that they have designed it themselves.
(Even Wordle, a very simple word-cloud visualization, had
enough personalization options to allow people to feel
“creative” [82].)
Yet another way to diversify design perspectives is to apply
variety of design strategies. Returning to the persuasive
technologies discussion earlier in this section, recent critiques
have argued that persuasive strategies might narrow people’s
vision, because they are based on the assumption that human
behavior can be measured and modeled [10]. What behaviors
should change, and in what way, are predetermined by
designers, and the systems try to actively encourage behavior
change in these directions. An alternative design strategy could
be to encourage reflection, enabling people to freely explore
historical data and actively link current questions with
previous experiences and context. For example, designs could
help individuals understand their consumption data to
cultivate energy literacy [73]. Reflective and persuasive
technologies could be complementary, each providing value in
different situations. While persuasive methods may encourage
certain in-the-moment decisions, reflective tools may
encourage people to actively understand their own behavior
and set personally meaningful goals.

6.6 Integrating Computer Assisted Analysis
Often in large amounts of data, even with a good visual
representation, patterns are not easily recognizable. In
addition, some people using PV&PVA tools may spend limited
time and effort on analysis of their data. Computer algorithms,
on the other hand, are very good at identifying some kinds of
patterns in large data sets. Computer assisted pattern
recognition could relieve the burden on human attention and
reveal interesting insights. Integrating automated analysis
approaches with visualization has been at the core of visual
analytics research. However, to date, these techniques have
been much less prominent in tools designed for a personal
context. In our survey, we found only 14 examples of
automated analysis in a total of 59 tools. Techniques included
clustering or classification [2], [3], [18], [31], [32], [65], layout
optimization [2], [24], [75], text analysis [2], [23], [63],
dimension reduction [29], and state recognition [70].
Khovanskaya et al. also explored data mining infrastructure for
personal informatics [44].
Another promising direction could be to apply data mining
and machine learning methods to support exploratory
browsing. For example, people could investigate what-if
experiments. Before making decisions, people could evaluate
the impact of possible solutions [77]. For example, what if I
change half of the bulbs into energy efficient ones? What if I
change all of them? What if I modify settings of the
programmed thermostats? By comparing the possible solutions
and their impact, people could have flexibility to make
decisions that are affordable or acceptable. Accordingly, in this
what-if exploration, interactions would not be limited to visual
components. People could also interact with the underlying
mathematical models in an intuitive way.
Automated techniques inevitably have design trade-offs.
These techniques could simplify the analysis process by
modeling problems with expert knowledge. On the other hand,
computer models are likely to have flaws and may not
consider all possible factors. For example, ubiGreen [31] could

not recognize all physical activities, such as biking. Deep
analysis is often a long-term process that involves building a
mental model of the data; in these cases, automated techniques
should facilitate the process of compiling evidence and
producing insights rather than simply generating a conclusion.
For example, user input could complement automated data
collection [31], the same data could be represented and
interpreted with different perspectives [32], or context could be
provided to validate computer classification [65].

6.7 Evaluation
Evaluation of visualization and VA tools has been an ongoing
research discussion for several years. PV&PVA is no exception,
and in fact, presents some unique challenges for evaluation.
Designers often aim for PV&PVA tools to integrate seamlessly
into people’s life routines, physical environments, and social
situations; these contexts of use would be very difficult to
simulate in a controlled lab study. Moreover, we also need to
re-consider the metrics that are typically used to assess VA or
Vis systems. Time, error, and insights are not the only relevant
metrics for evaluating PV&PVA tools, and often may not be the
most important ones.
We see ease as a conceptual metric that could be used as one
basis for evaluating PV&PVA tools. That is, how easily does
the tool fit into one’s daily life, habits, and routine? Can one
“ease” into the use of the tool without effortfully breaking from
one’s current activities? Can one easily answer the questions
they might have of their dataset? Can one easily interpret and
understand a visual presentation? Can one easily grow with
the tool, moving towards more sophisticated analysis as they
gain experience? A flip side of ease is unease: what are the
barriers to use that a system imposes [36], [52]? Only a few
studies have addressed this adoption issue. In the latest study
with Dubuque [26], 40% of the participants reported that they
rarely used the system. Obviously, adoption barriers are
critical to consider in PV&PVA research.
Note that our concept of ease goes far beyond the traditional
“ease of use” metric. While ease of use is one relevant aspect,
we think of ease much more broadly. Ease can be considered
analogous to “comfort”. With our concept of ease we can ask
whether a tool fits comfortably into people’s environments,
routines, habits, and social experiences. We can also ask how
that comfort level changes as people gain experience with the
tool and as their life routines and relationships evolve and
adapt over time.
While operationalizing this concept of “ease” is challenging,
it should be clear that conventional metrics used to evaluate
visualization tools (i.e., task completion time, task errors, and
even insights [72]) are not only insufficient, they may be the
wrong metrics to use altogether for many scenarios. One
unique characteristic of PV&PVA tools is that they may be
used to “fill the gaps” in time when one is bored, curious, or
doing something else [79]. In contrast, our canonical view of
VA tool use is one of a focused information worker actively
seeking information or insights. While someone using a
PV&PVA tool might be focused on discovering complex
insights (e.g., tracking health symptoms), they might be
equally likely to use it for purposes such as fun or awareness.
Appropriate evaluation methods and metrics for assessing
PV&PVA tools are urgently needed to support future research.

7 C ONCLUSION

AND

O UR V ISION

In this paper we introduce Personal Visualization and Personal
Visual Analytics, a field that aims to empower people to gain
awareness of, explore, and learn from data in personal contexts.
PV&PVA brings unique design requirements because in
everyday life, data interpretation and insight development are
mediated by personal context, including environments,
settings, personal experiences, skill sets, prior knowledge, and
social influences.
We explored salient characteristics of
PV&PVA tools in relevant conference proceedings from the
past five years. Our resulting design dimensions should help
designers and researchers better understand the unique
characteristics and requirements in this field.
PV&PVA research is underway and growing. Our work is a
call to the visualization community that it is time to begin
exploring the potential of visualization and analytic tools that
play a meaningful role in people’s personal lives, interests and
information needs. Our design dimensions provide a starting
point for shared discussions and future research related to
PV&PVA, but they are only a beginning. To be successful in
personal contexts and environments, visualization and
interaction techniques may need to be substantially revised to
meet the unique design requirements. Similarly, existing
sensemaking models may need to be extended in order to
explain insight development and knowledge discovery with
PV&PVA applications, particularly for tools with a low
attentional demand. Furthermore, existing methods for
evaluating visualization and VA tools are insufficient to
understand how well a tool “fits” within a personal context;
new metrics and methods need to be devised to enable a richer
understanding.
This work is a call to arms. We believe that integrating
techniques from a variety of areas (including visualization,
analytics, ubiquitous computing, human-computer interaction,
and personal informatics) will lead to more powerful, engaging
and useful interactive data experiences for everyone. There is a
definite future for the tools and systems that we have termed
PV&PVA: they are already out there and are being actively
used. This means that the need for more research is urgent.
People are already visualizing their spending habits, exercise,
and sleep patterns, but there is little knowledge about whether
these endeavors are successful, how they might be improved,
and how they will impact people’s lives. We hope that we can
engage others to explore the enabling techniques and
technologies that will support people to better understand data
relevant to their personal lives, interests, and needs.
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